Used by over 165 Hospitals, Age Care Centres and Universities
across The United Kingdom, Australia and New Zealand

Compliance Auditing & Reporting Made Easy
Auditing is an integral part of any compliance regime, whether for statutory reporting purposes or internal measurement
and benchmarking. TopCat makes it easy to complete audits in an efficient and orderly manner, minimising the time
investment while recording important information and capturing details to support findings and observations. Reporting
with TopCat is also quick and easy, providing data that measures performance, identifies rectification requirements and
increases the effectiveness of auditing as a management tool to improve outcomes.

TopCat is a paperless monitoring
(audit / compliance / checklist)
system which can reduce auditing
and reporting time by over 50%.
Devices will show audits for a user
based on log-in credentials, allowing
auditors to focus only on their
own responsibilities.
Recurring audits can be set to
a frequency relevant to risk level
or another user scheduling basis.

A smart device's standard features make adding notes or
attaching photos a breeze.
Modern technology maximises efficiencies and provides auditors with
the capability to instantaneously file audit reports, even on widely
dispersed audit locations.
Undertaking audits is quick and easy, enabling new and infrequent
users to audit with minimal training.

Failing Elements
Comments and evidence can be recorded on the fly.
TopCat supplies the tools to record details quickly from easy
add lists, the keypad, spoken into the microphone or by adding
photos. The auditor can even highlight the issue within a photo
to ensure complete clarity.
Responsibility can be assigned for rectification, making it
simple and easy to notify the relevant team or individual for
corrective action.

Reporting
Reporting is available using a suite of reports developed
over more than 10 years.
Information can be exported in .csv format for use with
other databases and reporting tools.
A dashboard is available to keep up to date with the
current status of audits and to highlight those requiring
completion within upcoming deadlines.

Group Structures
TopCat is used by a number of groups to achieve consistency regarding:


Approach to audit questions, frequency and timing of audits



Reporting



Measurement and benchmarking of results

Secure & Stable Infrastructure
An important aspect of TopCat is that the database and software reside on the user’s own network and devices. This
ensures the same level of security and support is afforded to the TopCat system as is provided by the user’s IT
department for any other user IT system.

TopCat Innovation
TopCat is an innovative way in which your business can improve the auditing and reporting process, whether for
internal or external compliance needs.
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